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Oxford University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 336 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in.
x 6.1in. x 1.0in.Religion is universal human culture. No phenomenon is more widely shared or more
intensely studied, yet there is no agreement on what religion is. Now, in Faces in the Clouds,
anthropologist Stewart Guthrie provides a provocative definition of religion in a bold and
persuasive new theory. Guthrie says religion can best be understood as systematic
anthropomorphism--that is, the attribution of human characteristics to nonhuman things and
events. Many writers see anthropomorphism as common or even universal in religion, but few think
it is central. To Guthrie, however, it is fundamental. Religion, he writes, consists of seeing the world
as humanlike. As Guthrie shows, people find a wide range of humanlike beings plausible: Gods,
spirits, abominable snowmen, HAL the computer, Chiquita Banana. We find messages in random
events such as earthquakes, weather, and traffic accidents. We say a fire rages, a storm wreaks
vengeance, and waters lie still. Guthrie says that our tendency to find human characteristics in the
nonhuman world stems from a deep-seated perceptual strategy: in the face of pervasive (if mostly
unconscious) uncertainty about what we see, we bet on the most meaningful...
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It in one of the best publication. It is definitely simplistic but excitement in the 50 % in the ebook. I am very happy to let you know that this is basically the
greatest publication i have got go through within my own existence and could be he greatest pdf for ever.
-- Dr . Anya  McK enz ie-- Dr . Anya  McK enz ie

This type of book is everything and helped me seeking forward and a lot more. We have go through and so i am confident that i will planning to read again
again later on. You will like just how the blogger create this ebook.
-- Lilla  Stehr-- Lilla  Stehr
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